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Abstract—Invasive fungi diseases are considered one the
biggest threats for the ash and oak forests in United Kingdom.
To that extend, Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) can provide
a powerful diagnostic tool for assessing the health status of
tree trunks based on their internal dielectric distribution. GPR
acquisitions in tree-trunks is a unique problem that can not be
approached with traditional GPR processing approaches. Typical
interpretation tools like hyperbola fitting and migration should be
adjusted and fine-tuned in order to be applicable for irregular
measurements in a closed curve. The purpose of this paper is
to provide GPR practitioners with a set of interpretation tools
that can be applied in the field using commercial GPR antennas.
In that context, a novel processing framework is presented that
is fine-tuned for the current problem. The suggested scheme is
successfully tested using both numerical and real data indicating
the capabilities of GPR as a diagnostic tool for early detection
of tree diseases.

Index Terms—Ash dieback, acute oak decline, AOD, forestry,
ground penetrating radar (GPR), signal processing, tree.

I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of forests in the ecosystem and overall
climate has been repeatedly highlighted in the literature [1],
[2]. To that extend, the European Commission has published
a green paper emphasizing on the importance of managing,
monitoring and protecting European’s forests [3]. One of the
biggest threats for European’s forests are invasive insects and
diseases [2]–[4]. This became apparent in 1970s during the
outbreak of elm disease in North America and Europe that
brought the species Castanea dentata and Ulmus to an almost
complete extinction [2], [5]. Currently, the fungi that cause
ash dieback and acute oak decline (AOD) are considered two
of the biggest threats for the ash and oak forests in Europe
[6], [7]. Ash dieback was introduced to Europe in 1992 and
in the United Kingdom (UK) in 2012 [8]. Only a minority of
European ash trees (≈ 5 %) have resistance to ash dieback and
it is estimated that a high proportion of trees will be damaged
or die in the next 10-15 years in Scotland [9]. In addition to
that, AOD is spreading rapidly in the UK forests during the
last decade [7]. AOD is a bacterial infection that affects oak
trees. Its unique characteristic compared to other fungi is that
AOD is a very aggressive and fast-progressing agent that can
lead to tree mortality within few years [10], [11].

Diagnosing the aforementioned diseases is particularly dif-
ficult due to the fact that early symptoms often affect the inner

core without altering the appearance of the tree [13]. Decay
inside the tree-trunk are robust indicators of the health status
of a tree [13]. Tree decay are usually hollow, or liquid filled
(for AOD [7]) and they are cylindrical-like targets aligned
with the main axis of the trunk with arbitrary center and
sizes [13]. Detecting tree decay and especially monitoring
them in a dynamic manner is of great diagnostic importance
and can vastly assist on preventing and containing potential
threats. The most direct method to detect decay is core-
drilling. It is apparent that this approach has severe practical
limitations and it can potentially cause an irreversible damage
to the tree [14]. Consequently, a wide range of geophysical
non-destructive approaches have been suggested as potential
solutions to this problem [15]–[21]. Electrical resistivity to-
mography (ERT) [17] and ultrasound tomography [21] are
considered the most mainstream approaches while CT-scans
[21], although accurate, have limited forestry applications due
to operational constrains in the field. In the same context,
microwave tomography using bespoke antenna systems with
multiple transmitters and receivers have shown promising
results on detecting tree decay [22], nonetheless, operational
constrains makes it difficult to be applied in large scale forestry
applications.

Common offset GPR is a –relatively– cheap and practical
methodology with minimum operational and computational re-
quirements that has been successfully applied in a wide range
of sensing problems [28]. This makes it suitable for large scale
forestry applications and has been suggested for mapping the
root patterns as well as for evaluating the moisture content of
the soil [23]–[26]. Regarding tree-trunk acquisitions, circular
measurements is the usual survey configuration [27] due to the
fact that the decay extend along the main axis of the trunk.
Traditional GPR processing has been developed for surface
measurements along clinical straight lines [27]. Consequently,
typical GPR processing is not valid when the measurements
take place along a complex tree trunk. This paper aims
at providing a robust processing framework, fine-tuned for
surveys along irregular closed curves. Through numerical and
real experiments, strong indications are given that support the
premise that the suggested scheme can accurately reconstruct
tree-decay and can be used as a diagnostic tool for early
detection of tree diseases.



TABLE I
THE EXTENDED DEBYE PROPERTIES OF THE TREE LAYERS [33]

Name WC ε∞ ∆ε σ (Ω−1m−1) t0 (sec)

Cabdium layer 70 % 9 43 1 9.23e-12
Outer Sapwood 30 % 6.1 12.36 0.033 9.23e-12
Inner Sapwood 25 % 5.9 9.66 0.02 9.23e-12

Rings 10 % 5.4 3.1 0.0083 9.23e-12
Heartwood 5 % 5.22 1.43 0.005 9.23e-12

Bark 0 % 5 0 0 9.23e-12

II. DISTANCE TO COORDINATES

Typical GPR transducers employ a wheel-measuring device
that effectively associates each measurement with its corre-
sponding ordinate. This approach is valid when the survey
takes place in a straight line. When the measurements are
taken on an irregular closed curve, associating distance to
coordinates is not a trivial task [29], [30]. Finding an accurate
positioning method based on wheel-measurements is of great
importance if commercial systems are to be used for evaluating
the internal structure of the tree.

To that extend, the arc length parametarization [29], [30] is
numerically calculated along the shape of the tree. Through
this approach, the underlying relationship between the result-
ing distance from the measuring device and the coordinates
for each measurement Mi = {(pi, qi)|i = 1, 2, 3, 4...n},
(where n is the number of A-Scans) is evaluated. The shape
of the curve is initially discretised using a sparse m number
of points {(xi, yi)|xi, yi ∈ R ∧ i = 1, 2, 3...m}. We then
express both x and y in a parametric form using spline
interpolation. The common parameter used to express x(t)
and y(t) is t ∈ [0, 1]. Notice that both x(t) and y(t) are now
continuous and differentiable functions that map the curve of
interest. Subsequently, the vector

−→
R = 〈x(t), y(t)〉 is defined.

The latter can be used to estimate the distance of every
measurement along the curve from a reference point

s(τ) =

∫ τ

0

∣∣∣∣∣∣d−→R
dt

∣∣∣∣∣∣dt =

∫ τ

0

√(
dx(t)

dt

)2

+

(
dy(t)

dt

)2

dt

(1)
The integral in (1) is evaluated v times numerically for

different number of τ ∈ [0, 1] and a set of points ({tj , sj |j =
1, 2, 3...v}) is obtained. Lastly, a spline interpolation is ex-
ecuted to map t(s) in a continuous manner. The continuous
function t(s) can estimate the parametric variable t for every
distance from a reference point (along the curve). Lastly, the
coordinates can be expressed with respect to distance via
x(t(s), y(t(s))).

III. PROCESSING FRAMEWORK

A typical tree-trunk consists of five layers (bark, cabdium,
inner sapwwod, outer sapwood and heartwood) with different
width and dielectric properties. The layered structure of the
tree trunk gives rise to repetitive reflections that corrupt the
resulting B-Scan. In order to remove the ringing noise, a
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Fig. 1. Left: The simulated hardwood. Right: The reconstructed image after
applying the suggested processing framework for ε = 18.
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Fig. 2. Similar to Fig. 1 with a smaller tree decay.

singular value decomposition (SVD) filter [31] is applied prior
to a linear gain and time-zero correction [33].

In the presence of a cylindrical target at 〈xw, yw〉 with radius
E, the reflection arrival time will be equal to [33]

t(s) =
(∣∣∣∣∣∣−→R (s)− 〈xw, yw〉

∣∣∣∣∣∣− E) √ε
c0

(2)

where ε is the relative bulk permittivity of the tree and c0 is the
speed of light. Notice that for line measurements, equation (2)
represents a hyperbola. In the case of complex closed curves,
the reflection arrival times give rise to complex patterns that
are related to the size and the center of the target, the bulk
permittivity of the tree and the shape of the tree. Similar to
[33], the average permittivity ε is estimated from the two-
way travel time from the opposite side of the trunk. A Perfect
Conductor (PEC) is used to enhance the reflection.

Equation (2) for a given bulk permittivity ε is going to be
used in order to apply a ”hyperbola” summation for different
point targets xw, yw. Initially, the processed B-Scan is ex-
pressed as a 2D function B(t, s) related to time t and distance
s from a given reference point. Substituting (2) to B(t, s)
and evaluating the integral across the curve of measurements
results to

L(xw, yw) =

∫ S

0

B

((∣∣∣∣∣∣−→R (s)− 〈xw, yw〉
∣∣∣∣∣∣− E) √ε

c0
, s

)
ds

(3)
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Fig. 3. Left: The simulated softwood. Right: The reconstructed image after
applying the suggested processing scheme for epsilon = 18.

Similar to typical Kirchhoff migration, a regularization term
is applied here which reduces the artifacts arising from late
reflections

L(xw, yw) =

(
min

∀s∈[0S]
D(s)2

)
·
∫ S

0

B (D(s)− E, s)
D(s)2

√
ε

c0
ds

(4)
where D(s) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣−→R (s) − 〈xw, yw〉
∣∣∣∣∣∣. The regularization term

represses the contributions of the later reflections that are often
not associated with the investigated point (xw, yw). The inte-
gral in (4) is evaluated numerically for different (xw, yw) that
lie inside the domain of interest and a 2D variable is created
M(x, y) which represents the migrated image. Subsequently,
the matrix M(x, y) is squared T = M(x, y)2 in an effort to
enhance the differences between targets and no targets. Lastly,
the resulting image T (x, y) is smoothed (Gaussian filter) in
order to eliminate any high frequency components.

IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

A series of numerical experiments have been conducted
in order to evaluate the ability of the suggested scheme
on detecting tree decay. For the numerical simulations we
have used gprMax [34], [35] an open source electromagnetic
simulator that uses second order in both space and time
finite difference time-domain (FDTD ) method [36]. In all the
simulations the spacial step is ∆u = 0.002, u ∈ {x, y, z} and
the time-step equals with the Courant limit ∆t = 3.81 ps.

Dielectric properties of trees vary vastly based on the tree
species, the season of measurements as well as the health
status of the tree [37]. In general the relative permittivity
is linearly proportional to the water content of the tree [38]
and can reach values up to ε = 40 (for softwoods). Due to
the importance of water to the overall relative permittivity of
the tree, in the present numerical study we have followed the
approach suggested in [33] in which the dispersive dielectric
properties of the trunk are estimated based on its water content
using a complex refractive index method (CRIM) [39]. The
Debye dielectric properties used for each layer of the tree
are shown in Table 1 [33]. The Debye expansions used in
this paper resemblance the dielectric properties of a saturated
hardwood or a semi-saturated softwood [33].

Fig. 4. The tree sample used for the laboratory experiment. The drilled holes
are highlighted with black circles.

Fig. 5. The top horizontal slice of the reconstructed image for the laboratory
experiment shown in Fig. 4.

In the first example, a hardwood is examined. Hardwoods
–contrary to softwoods– have a distinct core named heartwood
which is usually more dry compared to the sapwood [32]. The
investigated hardwood has ≈ 0.5 meters radius and the tree
decay is a hollow chamber with relative permittivity ε = 1. The
FDTD is excited using a numerical model of the commercial
antenna GSSI 1.5 GHz initially developed by [40] and later
on modified by [41]. A bulk permittivity ε = 18 is used
during the interpretation. Figure 1 illustrates both the synthetic
model as well as the reconstructed image. It is evident that the
proposed algorithm manages to accurately reconstruct both the
tree decay as well as the inner heartwood of the investigated



Fig. 6. The profile of the reconstructed decay for the laboratory experiment
shown in Fig. 4.

hardwood. In the second numerical experiment, an early decay
is implemented to the same host medium. Fig. 2 illustrates
the simulated trunk as well as the reconstructed image. It is
apparent that the investigated early decay has been accurately
reconstructed indicating the potential of the current scheme
as a diagnostic tool for early-stage tree diseases. The last
numerical example is illustrated in Fig. 3. The ability of GPR
to detect decay in softwoods (trunk without heartwood) is
examined. As it is shown in Fig. 3, the proposed methodology
performs equally well both for softwoods and hardwoods.
Notice that the same processing scheme has been applied for
all the aforementioned numerical examples without tuning it
for each case study individually.

V. LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

The proposed methodology is now tested in real measure-
ments collected at The Faringdon Centre - Non-destructive
Testing Centre, University of West London (UWL). The tree
sample used in the current experiment is shown in Fig. 4.
Two cylindrical holes (≈ 1 cm radius and ≈ 4 cm depth)
were drilled in an effort to create artificial decay. The main
axis of the cylinders are parallel to the main axis of the tree
sample. Measurements were taken using the Aladdin 2 GHz
hand-held antenna from IDS GeoRadar (Part of Hexagon). In
an effort to reconstruct a 3D image of the internal structure of
the tree, circular measurements took place in slices with 2 cm
distance from each other. The bulk permittivity of the tree was
estimated ε = 4. The drilled holes were filled with saturated
sawdust in an effort to simulate liquid filled cavities (a typical
symptom of AOD). Figures 5 and 6 show the reconstructed
decay. Both of the decay have been accurately detected and
their length have been sufficiently estimated.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Through numerical and real experiments we have supported
the premise that ground penetrating radar (GPR) has the

potential to become a robust detection tool for early decay
in tree-trunks. A novel processing scheme consisting of a
singular value decomposition (SVD) filter for removing the
ringing noise and the suggested modified Kirchhoff migra-
tion is proven very stable and accurate for the investigated
case studies. The proposed framework can be applied in a
straightforward manner using any commercial GPR system
with minimum computational and operational requirements.
This makes it particularly appealing for large-scale forestry
applications and is a step forward to commercialization of
GPR as a diagnostic tool for tree diseases.
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